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An Introduction to International Organizations Law 2015-04-23
extensively updated this third edition textbook clearly conveys the set up of international organisations and the
logic behind international institutional law

国际组织行为学 2003
责任者译名 弗朗西斯科

Routledge Handbook of International Organization 2013-06-07
this handbook brings together scholars whose essays discuss significant issues with regard to international
organization as a process and international organizations as institutions although the focus is on
intergovernmental organizations igos non governmental organizations ngos are discussed where relevant the
handbook is divided into six parts documentation data sets and sources international secretariats as
bureaucracies actors within international bureaucracies processes within international bureaucracies challenges
to international organizations and expanding international architectures the state of the art articles are meant
to encourage current and future generations of scholars to enjoy working in and further exploiting the field and
are also of great interest to practitioners of international organization and global governance

International Organizations 2001
this widely used textbook continues to provide students with an introduction to international organisations
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exploring their rise their development in the 20th century and accounting for their significance in the modern
international political and economic system the third edition has been fully revised and updated continues to
offer a unique concise yet comprehensive approach giving students an accessible and manageable introduction
to this core part of international relations offers authoritative guides to further reading

International Organizational Behavior 2017
international organizational behavior challenges and options for management cultural frameworks
understanding attitudes values behavior managing conflict with effective communication negotiation motivating
employees across culture borders effective leadership in a multicultural environment managing diversity in
multicultural teams international partnerships selection and staffing of international employees evaluating and
compensating international employees effective management of global ethics and international workforces

Change Processes in International Organizations 1982
this text provides a pioneering and comprehensive analysis of over one hundred international organizations
after introducing the broad historical and contextual settings the book covers the full range of international
organizations including those th

International Organizations 2014-04-25
volume 1 a and b covers international organizations throughout the world comprising their aims activities and
events
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Yearbook of International Organizations 2014-2015, Volumes 1a &
1b (Set) 2014-06-16
drawing on his extensive practical experience as an international civil servant in a number of organizations
davies writes in a lively and readable manner about all aspects of administrative policy and its related
implications divided into two parts top down and bottom up this is a work that fills a well defined gap in
organizational knowledge in a rigorous and accessible way

United States Contributions to International Organizations 1985
proceedings of a conference on transnational judicial dialogue of domestic courts on international organisations
at the law school of the universtiy of vienna on 23 april 2012

The Administration of International Organizations 2002
the new edition of this established reference work provides a comprehensive and balanced guide to
international institutions highlighting the challenges of globalization and the newly emerging powers on the
world scene the a z section of approx 250 organizations provides detailed information on their origin purpose
activities and role
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International organization and integration : annotated basic
documents and descriptive directory of international
organizations and arrangements 1981
international organizations such as the un eu and imf play an increasingly important role in international politics
fully revised and updated this broad ranging text provides a systematic theoretical and empirical introduction to
the structure policies and performance of international organizations

International Organisation 1977
with the rise in international business comes the need for better management of international teams this book
remains the definitive handbook for understanding international management styles and getting the most from
complex and dispersed teams

The Privileges and Immunities of International Organizations in
Domestic Courts 2013-09-12
the book analyses how international law addresses interactions between international organizations in labour
governance these interactions are ubiquitous they offer each organization an opportunity to promote its model
of labour governance yet simultaneously expose it to adverse influence from others the book captures this
ambivalence and examines the capacity of international law to mitigate it based on detailed case studies of
mutual influence between the international labour organization the world bank and the council of europe the
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book offers an in depth analysis of the pertinent law and its key challenges both at institutional and inter
organizational level the author envisions a law of inter organizational interactions as a normative framework
structuring interactions and enhancing the effectiveness and legitimacy of multi institutional governance

International Organizations 2014-01-14
this book proposes that fundamental concepts of institutional law need to be rethought and revised contrary to
conventional wisdom international organizations do not need to have members and the members do not need
to be states and international organizations private sector entities may for instance also be full members
furthermore international organizations do not need to possess international legal personality nor is their
autonomy a corollary of their personality moreover the notion of subject of international law also needs to be
reconsidered and the very concepts and definitions of intergovernmental organization and international
organization need to change and be defined in a wider manner in this publication the legal implications of
membership are analyzed and a new analytical framework for international organizations is proposed the
argument is propounded that the power of creation of new organizations has passed over to international
organizations and other entities while an outlook on future development is also presented dr gerd droesse is a
recognized specialist in institutional law international administrative law complex institutional and financial
policy matters and corporate governance issues with over 30 years of experience in working for international
organizations in senior and management positions he was the legal counsel acting general counsel of the green
climate fund and assisted the world green economy organization as general counsel in its transition to a new
type of intergovernmental organization
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International Organization 2011-12-15
this text provides an authoritative account of the law and politics of international organisations looking at the
role function and history of organisations it offers a wide ranging and thorough analysis of the area

Managing International Teams 1992
a comparative study of international organizations this book provides a comprehensive analysis of the
interactions within and among the international system the authors explore the political motivations of these
organizations and assess their value and success the book s comparative rather than purely historical approach
will interest both students and scholars of political science

The Law of Interactions Between International Organizations
2021-02-02
this book takes the view that culture does effect the organization and that it has its most significant impact at
the micro level the level of people communicating working and negotiating with other people

Selected Cases in International Organizational Behaviour 2001
preface p ix chapter 1 introduction p 1 the role of international organizations in today s world p 2 intellectual
roots of international organization p 4 early organizational efforts p 9 international relations globalization and
global governance p 13 international organization and governance in a turbulent time p 24 chapter 2 a great
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experiment the league of nations p 27 founding of the league of nations p 28 essential features of the league p
30 successes and failures of the league of nations p 38 general assessment of the league of nations p 43
chapter 3 the genesis of the united nations p 46 preliminary stages of postwar planning p 47 the dumbarton
oaks conversations p 51 from yalta to san francisco p 52 the san francisco conference p 54 launching the new
organization p 57 chapter 4 basic principles and organization of the united nations p 59 objectives of the united
nations p 60 basic principles of the charter p 61 principal organs of the united nations p 65 chapter 5 basic
structure and operations of the united nations p 80 the membership issue p 80 problems of representation p 85
voting rules and practices p 91 formal and informal charter amendment p 96 financial problems p 98 chapter 6
peaceful settlement of disputes p 107 importance of peaceful settlement p 107 charter procedures and methods
p 108 united nations experience survey and case studies p 113 changing roles of un organs p 139 general
appraisal and future requirements p 142 chapter 7 collective security and its alternatives theory and practice p
145 the nature of collective security p 145 the league of nations and collective security p 149 charter provisions
and realities p 151 peacekeeping innovations p 156 case studies in collective security and peacekeeping p 163
general assessment of un practice p 175 chapter 8 the search for justice under law p 178 law in national and
international systems p 179 legal developments before 1945 p 182 the charter as an instrument of international
law p 183 the role of the international court of justice p 186 the role of the international law commission p 201
newly established international criminal courts p 204 other agencies promoting world law p 205 assessing our
progress p 209 chapter 9 controlling the instruments of war p 212 disarmament a discouraging history p 213
disarmament and arms control after world war ii p 216 continued frustrations within and outside the united
nations p 218 arms control one step at a time p 221 the need for control p 234 chapter 10 varieties of
regionalism p 236 the pros and cons of regionalism p 236 regionalism under the un charter p 239 multipurpose
regional organizations p 244 regional security organizations p 256 functional regional organizations p 262 un
regional commissions p 270 general assessment of regionalism p 272 chapter 11 globalization transnationalism
and international organization p 274 perspectives p 274 the multinational corporation p 277 nongovernmental
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organizations and transnational relations p 282 transnationalism and civil society p 290 conclusion p 295
chapter 12 promoting economic welfare p 297 world economic interdependence p 298 the un network of
agencies p 305 problems of economic development p 309 development programs of the united nations p 312
financing economic development p 322 rich nations and poor nations p 326 a perspective on the future p 328
chapter 13 managing global resources p 331 food and agriculture p 331 population p 337 energy p 340
environment p 343 law of the sea p 350 chapter 14 promoting social progress p 358 charter goals and world
needs p 358 promoting improved health standards p 361 focus on child welfare and youth p 364 the question of
aging p 366 improving conditions of labor p 368 cooperation in education science and culture p 372 combating
narcotic drugs and crime p 376 refugee programs and disaster relief p 379 assessing social progress p 382
chapter 15 human rights and the struggle for self government p 384 the league mandates system p 385 rush to
self government p 387 the un trusteeship system p 389 the record of trusteeship p 392 the charter and non self
governing territories p 396 increasing pressures for emancipation p 398 problems of residual colonialism p 400
problems after political independence p 400 emphasis on human rights p 401 chapter 16 international
administration and the search for leadership p 412 the development of the international civil service p 412 the
international civil servant in the united nations p 416 the role of the secretariat p 421 tasks and influences of
the secretary general p 424 bases of influence and leadership p 434 the need for international leadership p 437
chapter 17 international organization in retrospect and prospect p 439 sources of discouragement p 440
summary of achievements p 442 future needs and prospects p 447 bibliography p 451 general sources p 451
selected bibliography by chapters p 452 appendix i covenant of the league of nations p 462 appendix ii charter
of the united nations p 472 appendix iii members of the united nations p 498 index p 503

Membership in International Organizations 2020-01-14
over the past two decades there has been a substantial increase in the formation of international joint ventures
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for many firms jvs have become the mainstay of competitive strategy this book examines various ijv
management issues with a particular focus on collaboration and organizational learning a primary objective in
the book is to develop some clear linkages between organizational learning concepts and learning through ijvs
to provide a realistic perspective of ijv management and to develop managerial implications examples drawn
from multiple sources of data are utilized throughout the book the examples and comment from managers
illustrate many of the concepts discussed and anchor the research in managerial practice the book begins with
an overview of jv characteristics performance and control for a sample of japanese north american jvs it then
shifts to a detailed examination of learning through collaboration the focus is on how jv partners exploit and
lever alliance knowledge organizational dimensions shaping the learning process are considered and some of
the more controversial areas in organizational learning are examined as the basis for developing a multi level
learning framework the final issue considered is the relationship between learning collaborative knowledge and
ijv stability book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all rights reserved

The Oxford Handbook of International Organizations 2016
international organizations ios matter this book uncovers the regular working world of ios examining whether to
what extent and how these global governing bodies can act independently of the will of states this book
explores this issue by asking who or what shapes their decisions how and when decisions are made how players
interact within an io and how the interactions vary across ios the working world of international organizations
examines three working groups in the higher echelons of ios state representatives as proxy of states serving in
the executive boards or general councils chief officers of ios and the staff of the permanent secretariat the book
demonstrates that none of them are unified in each there are contested ideas about strategy and appropriate
projects and analyses their interactions to explain who is able to shape or influence decisions six representative
ios are studied to identify the relevant critical determinants that shape the behaviour of players the volume
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explores how these players have an impact over three dilemmas that are common to all ios priority and agenda
setting financing and the centralization or decentralization of operations

International Organizations 1988
this new edition of the established reference work provides in the form of a dictionary a comprehensive and
balanced guide to intergovernmental institutions serving political military economic social and cultural purposes
entries have been thoroughly revised to reflect the changes that have taken place on the world stage since 11
september 2001 and new entries dealing with intergovernmental bodies as well as non governmental
organizations in the trade parliamentary and human rights fields have been added

International Dimensions of Organizational Behavior 1991
encyclopedia of public international law 5 international organizations in general universal international
organizations and cooperation focuses on international governmental organizations and international
cooperation of a universal nature the publication first elaborates on bank for international settlements bretton
woods conference 1944 customs cooperation council dumbarton oaks conference 1944 financial institutions and
food and agriculture organization of the united nations the text then examines industrial property and
international protection intergovernmental committee for migration international administrative unions and the
international air transport association discussions focus on traffic conferences international protection of
intellectual property historical evolution of legal rules special legal problem and evaluation the manuscript takes
a look at the world intellectual property organization world health organization world food council voting rules in
international conferences and organizations and the vienna convention on the representation of states in their
relations with international organizations of a universal character topics include methods of voting membership
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decision making foundation and legal basis functioning and financing the text is a valuable source of information
for researchers interested in international governmental organizations and international cooperation

International Organizations 2002
the idea for this volume was conceived by frederick praeger founder of westview press who asked roland vaubel
if he would put together a collection of chapters on the public choice approach to the study of international
organizations vaubel felt it would be useful to have a coeditor from the united states and thomas d willett
enthusiastically agreed to take on these duties

International Organization and Integration 1981
why do international organizations ios look so different yet so similar the possibilities are diverse some
international organizations have just a few member states while others span the globe some are targeted at a
specific problem while others have policy portfolios as broad as national states some are run almost entirely by
their member states while others have independent courts secretariats and parliaments variation among
international organizations appears as wide as that among states this book explains the design and
development of international organization in the postwar period it theorizes that the basic set up of an io
responds to two forces the functional impetus to tackle problems that spill beyond national borders and a desire
for self rule that can dampen cooperation where transnational community is thin the book reveals both the
causal power of functionalist pressures and the extent to which nationalism constrains the willingness of
member states to engage in incomplete contracting the implications of postfunctionalist theory for an io s
membership policy portfolio contractual specificity and authoritative competences are tested using annual data
for 76 ios for 1950 2010 transformations in governance is a major academic book series from oxford university
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press it is designed to accommodate the impressive growth of research in comparative politics international
relations public policy federalism environmental and urban studies concerned with the dispersion of authority
from central states up to supranational institutions down to subnational governments and side ways to public
private networks it brings together work that significantly advances our understanding of the organization
causes and consequences of multilevel and complex governance the series is selective containing annually a
small number of books of exceptionally high quality by leading and emerging scholars the series targets mainly
single authored or co authored work but it is pluralistic in terms of disciplinary specialization research design
method and geographical scope case studies as well as comparative studies historical as well as contemporary
studies and studies with a national regional or international focus are all central to its aims authors use
qualitative quantitative formal modeling or mixed methods a trade mark of the books is that they combine
scholarly rigour with readable prose and an attractive production style the series is edited by liesbet hooghe
and gary marks of the university of north carolina chapel hill and the vu amsterdam and walter mattli of the
university of oxford

The Management of International Joint Ventures 1995
drawing on his extensive practical experience as an international civil servant in a number of organizations
davies writes in a lively and readable manner about all aspects of administrative policy and its related
implications divided into two parts the first top down will enable policy makers in government academia and
elsewhere who have an interest in the proper governance and management of international institutions to gain
fresh insight into the topic the second part bottom up provides a substantial body of knowledge of
administrations including case studies of best and worse practice the book includes analysis of the un system
international financial institutions co ordinated organizations regional european institutions the consultative
group for international agricultural research this is a work that fills a well defined gap in organizational
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knowledge in a rigorous but accessible way it is essential reading for both practitioners and academics involved
with international organizations

The Working World of International Organizations 2018
the newly revised and updated edition of international organization is an introduction to the study of
international organizations in the field of international relations intended for students in the discipline it looks at
the different ways in which ios are studied and then applies these different modes to a variety of specific case
studies

International Organizations 2005-04-21
beginning in 1983 84 published in 3 vols with expansion to 6 vols by 2007 2008 vol 1 organization descriptions
and cross references vol 2 geographic volume international organization participation vol 3 subject volume vol 4
bibliography and resources vol 5 statistics visualizations and patterns vol 6 who s who in international
organizations from year to year some slight variations in naming of the volumes

International Organizations in General Universal International
Organizations and Cooperation 2014-05-12
recommends that u s organizations that have an international reach or that are involved in preparing individuals
for careers that involve an internatinal component encourage the development of portfolioo careers develop
personnel practices to support portfolio careers and international university curricula
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The Political Economy Of International Organizations 2019-10-16

International Organizations 1993

International Organization 1955

United States Contributions to International Organizations 1988

International Organizations in General. Universal International
Organizations and Cooperation 1983

A Theory of International Organization 2019

The Administration of International Organizations 2017-07-05
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International Organization 2015-12-31

[Yearbook of international organizations / 1 ] ; Yearbook of
international organizations : guide to global and civil society
networks. Volume 1, Organization descriptions and cross-
references 1983

Annuaire Des Organisations Internationales 2004

The Cambridge Companion to International Organizations Law
2022

New Challenges for International Leadership 2003
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